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This presentation about “lost” data is based on two assumptions.

1. Test data is essential to monitor and improve school performance
2. Artful analysis of other school data can also be used to both monitor and 

improve school performance.



There is simply a huge hole in our data landscape.



It began with the opting-out movement.
Lost data when students opted out meant fewer 
insights for teachers and individual students.

The pandemic exacerbated the problem as tests 
were cancelled or compromised over a two-year 
period.



And why do educators really need test data?



Here’s an idea suggested by Robert Burn’s 1786 poem,
“To a Louse, On Seeing one on a Lady’s Bonnet at Church.”

“And if some Power this small gift give us
To see ourselves as others see us!
It would from many a blunder free us….” (modern translation)



How am I doin’? Mayor Ed Koch

Or, in the immortal words of New York 

City’s three-time mayor, Ed Koch,



There are four parts to any 
self-reflection or data analysis.

Trends—compare yourself to yourself.

Others—compare yourself to everyone else (especially those most 
similar to you).

Benchmarks—compare yourself to state or national benchmarks, 
targets, or expectations.

Disaggregate the data—break down the data into subgroups and 
other meaningful divisions.





What Are We Missing without Data from 
Assessments?

Trends Reports 

Item Analyses (with references to actual questions)

Gap Reports

Wrong Answer Reports 

Comparisons to benchmarks established by peer districts



“
So how do we “unflatten the curve” without 
these test-based data sources? How do we 

promote school growth and monitor progress?



The 2019-20 and 2020-21 school years will forever 
show just an asterisk on most data compilations.

But let’s remember, COVID testing was essential to 
flatten the curve during the pandemic.

EDUCATIONAL testing is just as essential in 
unflattening the school growth curve.

The first two “opportunity” steps on 
that blue carpet have disappeared.



Same Guiding Principles Remain

1. Measure improvement (growth) by comparing year to year 
results for the same data field.

2. Measure improvement (growth) by comparing your results to 
others, especially those most like you.

3. Measure improvement (growth) by disaggregating your data 
fields to ensure growth is present for all subgroups.

Sound data analysis involves the artful 
addition of the proper context to ensure 
genuine growth, not just apparent growth.



But what are we trying to grow?

1. The best schools have the highest 
percentage of students studying the most 
challenging curricula. Jay Mathews

2. That goal is achieved by high enrollment in 
high level courses.

3. And further achieved by higher performance 
in those courses. Fred Cohen



Since when has it been possible to monitor 
growth in New York State?

Before NY State School Report Cards, anyone could say 
“We are the best….”

Or even, “We are better than ever.”



The School Report Card Archives begin in 2001.
Until then…

Year-to-year comparisons were available (Regents passing rates).

State, county, and similar school comparisons were not available.

“Disaggregation” was not in most dictionaries!

“Passing” rates were the currency of most schools and some were “counterfeit” 
(misleading).



“What gets measured, gets managed.” Peter Drucker 1954

“What gets measured, gets done.” Lezzotte 1991

“And what gets measured and published, gets 
done before everything else.” Cohen 2003



The “Regents 
Endorsed 
Diploma” was 
highest form of 
diploma earned 
in 2000.



Nassau BOCES Instructional Data Warehouse (IDW) has a variety 
of comparison reports that act as proxies for State  tests. The IDW

1. allows users to monitor and compare Diploma Types (Advanced 
Regents Diplomas) by cohort year with disaggregations.

2. allows users to monitor and compare elective Regents examination 
results with a data “equalizer” that uses Average Grade Enrollment
Passing Regents Exams that NYSED abandoned in 2003.

3. Allows users to monitor and compare the participation rates and
success rates for all Advanced Placement Exams and adds a summary 
report as well.

4. allows users to track, disaggregate, and compare college success rates.



Advanced Regents Diplomas cite students who 
successfully complete the most advanced curriculum

Any one, or all 44, 
other districts with 
high schools.

Home District



67%

Compared to everyone else



Compared to oneself and everyone else

75%



Average Grade Enrollment Passing Rate
vs 

Current School Report Card Passing Rate



What about elective Regents exams and AGE?

Home District HS



Even for the pandemic year of 2020, this 
report still displays key enrollment data.

Home District HS



Jay Mathew’s focus was on AP and IB exams.



But to prevent gaming the system, the 
quality of exam results is also important!

That is why Nassau BOCES chose to make it part of its 
elective Regents report, and why US News and World 
Reports makes Advanced Placement and IB 
performance key components of their (otherwise 
flawed) high school rankings.



BOCES Participation Plus Quality Summary – (2020 
school year not included for high achieving district)



During this six-year 
period, the district 
increased its ratio of 
quality AP tests by 17%, 
but the county increased 
by 19%, because county 
participation increased 
by so much.



Same report for a lower achieving district 
including 2020





And always remember to disaggregate the data.



• Is college enrollment improving?
• Are college graduation rates 

improving?
• How does our success rate compare 

to other schools in our region?
• How well do our typically under-

served subgroups do?

Can a school’s growth still be measured 
after graduation occurs?



Where do they actually enroll?



How do we know a college’s success rate with 
our students?



College Comparisons for Advisement

81                         95                      80                          96                       80     



How does our success compare to the region’s?



Available Disaggregations



These reports tell us how to see ourselves as 
disinterested parties (as others see us).

How are we doing compared to last year?

How are we doing compared to the rest of the county?

How are we doing compared to the standards the state 
has set for us?

And how are our disaggregated subgroups doing?



Remember the woman in the mirror!

Self-reflection, 
when done 
right, is better 
than APPR.

The data you 
see in the 
mirror is the 
key to school 
improvement.



Fred Cohen
fcohen@nasboces.org

Questions?




